Optimising Collections and Recoveries
The advantages of Collections360®
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As a successful business you have a clear focus on maintaining cash & liquidity.
The right collection and recoveries capability is key to achieving this. With
Collections360, we have a market leading solution suite which can bring
immediate benefits to your business including:
• Reduced losses
• Shorter recovery times
• Lower operational costs
• Stronger customer relationships throughout the collections and default
management process.
To help identify the potential to optimise your collections and recoveries
operation, we offer a fast and efficient Credit Diagnostic analysis. This not only
benchmarks your organisation against industry best practice but also can give
you actionable insight on your current revenue management operations.
What’s more, we can even underwrite performance improvements identified in the
Credit Diagnostic.
We look forward to discussing this further with you.
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What do you gain by optimising
collections and recoveries ?
The advantages of Collections360
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Benefits all round
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CGI has helped more than 350 clients globally to enhance their collections and recoveries operations. We believe we can deliver up to a 25%
improvement in net cash collected, average days sales outstanding and accounts written off through our Collections360 portfolio.
With a 100% delivery track record and the option for Cloud Collections, a fully hosted managed service, CGI Collections360 is a flexible,
proven and resilient solution suite.
The three examples below will demonstrate what we have achieved for some of our customers:
• For one of the world’s largest computer manufacturers we took on their complete collections management operation. Within 3 months
we reduced their losses by 10%
• For a German car manufacturer, we reduced their collections times by 5 days and reduced their operational costs in just
6 months
• For a UK utility company, we enabled faster revenue recovery with increased operational efficiency. This delivered real-time data
and risk-differentiated strategies for collections personnel and improved delinquent account tracking.
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Put your customer
centre stage
Collections360 is the next step in collections and recoveries
Collections efforts via traditional channels are proving more difficult with telephone contact
rates reducing and letters becoming less effective. Regulatory changes increasingly focus
on treating the customer fairly and limiting contact. This means it’s critical to manage
customer communications effectively. CGI’s collections workflow solution, CACS, takes a
customer centric approach to collections and recoveries, aligning the collection treatment
to the individual, and maximising the efficiency of your operations. Using alternative
contact methods (texts, email, online self-serve, mobile) we are able to show significant
improvements to collections and recovery rates as well as increasing customer satisfaction
versus traditional collections methods.
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Go for a tailored solution
Collections360 CGI offers a flexible and complete package.Not
only are you able to benefit from market leading software but also
the industry expertise and gold standard service to support it. In
partnership with you we will develop the strategic and operational
direction of your collections management operation so it is optimised
to deliver market leading financial and operational results to your
business.
Based on your business requirements and strategy we jointly select
the relevant modules of Collections360 which are best suited to
delivering value to your business. We will ensure that these seamlessly
integrate into your existing process and IT systems. Our approach is
for fast deployment to ensure early return on your investment including
the option for a fully hosted, managed service, CGI Cloud Collections.
If needed we can offer you tailored services ranging from full hosting of
applications to complete business process outsourcing.
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Collections360 combines software, business processes,
underlying IT and planning into a single, cohesive suite
DEFAULT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
Integrated
A single, integrated offering for all default
management processes

HOSTING/APPLICATION MANAGEMENT
Flexible
CGI Cloud Collections

FULL BUSINESS PROCESS
OPERATIONS

MULTI-CHANNEL AND 24X7
CUSTOMER SELF-SERVICE

Effective

Customer Experience

1st and 3rd party collections, selective
outsourcing for specialty operations,
onshore and offshore call centres

Improve experience through customer
preferred channel - SMS, email, web,
IVR, dialler

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT AND
CONSULTING

COMPLIANCE PRACTICE
Reduce risk

Expertise

Software designed to assist with
compliance, regulatory expertise,
focused consulting services

Manage key business processes strategy, scoring, compliance, quality,
training, and BI reporting

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND
CONSULTING
Proven
Provides time-tested methodology for on-time,
on-budget delivery and access to expert advice

GATEWAY PARTNER NETWORK
Connected
Instant access to bureaus, scores and tracing
tools; manage 3rd party DCA and legal networks
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Discover your potential to optimise collections and recoveries
CGI has been helping companies in the collections and recoveries business for more
than 35 years. Our hands-on credit specialists have a detailed understanding of the
linkage between credit operational levers and financial performance, and how best to
affect those levers for rapid impact.
Delivered by experts in credit management operations, the Credit Diagnostic is designed
to quickly pinpoint issues and devise an actionable plan, helping you immediately
improve your operational process and financial position by staving off loan losses,
minimising DSO, controlling future credit risk, and enhancing the value of your current
best customers.
The Credit Diagnostic meeting only takes 90 minutes of your time and some
preparation, the report is presented to you in another 90 minutes.
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Stay flexible even in the future
• Collections360 is a business solution suite, not just software
• CGI is neither “drop-and-run” nor reliant upon 3rd parties
to install
-- 100% delivery success from >350 implementations
-- 9/10 client satisfaction score over the last 10 years
• Cloud Deployment option
-- Costs scale in line with volumes, all inclusive monthly fee
• We transform data into operational insight
• Direct operational experience, we use the solution to
support our own Business Process Services operations

Commercial Options

Usage-based

Licence-based
or

Performance-based

• A 90 minute Credit Diagnostic can identify significant client
savings
-- Typically a 10-25% improvement in net cash collected,
average days outstanding, and accounts written off
-- CGI can underwrite the identified performance improvement.

Contact us:
Contact your CGI account director or
Phil Skinner, Collections and Payments lead
E: philip.skinner@cgi.com
M: +44 7824 544830

Founded in 1976, CGI is one of the largest IT and business consulting services firms in the world. Operating in hundreds of locations
across the globe, CGI professionals help clients to achieve their goals, including becoming customer-centric digital organizations.
We deliver an end-to-end portfolio of capabilities, from high-end IT and business consulting to systems integration, outsourcing services
and intellectual property solutions that help accelerate clients’ results. CGI works with clients around the world through a unique client
proximity model complemented by a global delivery center of excellence network to help clients accelerate results, transform their
organizations and drive competitive advantage.
For more information about CGI, visit www.cgi.com, or contact us at info@cgi.com.
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